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Abstract
An investigation of the surface effect on Au 4f X-ray photoelectron spectra was made for different emission angles. It

was found that surface plasmonexcitations made significant contributions to the spectra in single and plural energy-loss
peaks and in the multiple loss background. Our approach involved Monte Carlo simulations of photoelectrons in the interior
region of the solid and Poisson stochastic processes in the surface region. The partial-wave expansion method with the
Hanree-Fock-Wigner-Seitz potential for the solid was used to calculate differential electron elastic scattering cross
sections..:'n extended Drude dielectric function model was employed to compute electron differential inverse mean free
paths for volume excitations. The inelastic mean free paths in the surface region becamespatially-varyingand were
calculated. Differential probabilities for surface excitations were determined usingrte same model dielectric function. The
computed X-ray photoelectron spectra including surface excitations agreed quite wei! with experimental data.

1. Introduction

A quantitative description of the angular distribution
and energy spectra of electrons emitted by a solid sample
is important in surface analyses. X-ray photoelectron spec
troscopy (XPS). for instance. is a powerful technique
applied in surface compositional analysis [I], i.e. electron
spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA). Theoretical
XPS studies require information on both elastic and inelas
tic interactions for electrons with energies below, say.
2000 eV [2] in solids. For inelastic interactions, it is the
excitations of the v lienee band that dominate the energy
losses of the detected electrons. Both volume Cncluding
bulk plasmons and interband transitions) and surface
(surface plasmons) excitations contribute to the XPS. Sin
gle and plural excitations give rise to prominent loss peaks.
whereas multiple excitations lead to the peak background.

Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are widely applied in
quantitative surface analyses. Analyses for XPS have ei
ther ignored elastic electron scattering[3-5] or considered
both elastic scattering and i"elastic volume excitations
[6-9]. The contribution fromsirfaceexcitationswas never
considered until recent work [10] showed an effective
loss-function extracted from measured Au 4f XPS data at
45° exit angle. This function. however. was later found to
yield incorrect spectra at other exit angles [IJ]. It was then
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argued that the effective loss-function was dependent on
the exit angle. Previously, we have successfully incorpo
rated surface excitations into models for reflection elec
tron-energy-loss spectroscopy (REELS) [12,13). Our work
made use of an energy-loss function established by the
dielectric response theory. Differential cross sections for
inelastic interactions were constructed separately for sur
face and volume excitations. The calculated REELS was
compared with experimental data [14] and other theoretical
results [15]. Thus. it seems plausible to derive XPS using
detailed cross sections calculated from first principles.

In this work. we investigate the surface effect on Au 4f
XPS for different exit angles. Our approach involves MC
simulations of photoelectrons in the interior of the solid.
referred to as the deep region, and Poisson stochastic
processes near the surface. i.e. the shallow region. The
Poisson process is valid since the shallow region extends
into the solid only a few angstroms. on the order of one
inelastic mean free path (MFP). Thus, electron inelastic
MFP in the shallow region may be assumed to be a
constant everywhere inside this region. In addition, this
process makes use of the total probability for inelastic
interactions rather than the differential probability per unit
pathlength required by MC simulations. Since the latter
quantity becomesspatially-varyingin the shallow region
[16], it is very difficult to apply it inMe simulations. In
this work, we use the partial-wave expansion method with
the Hartree-Fock-Wigner-Seitz(HFWS) potential for a
solid to calculate electron differential elastic cross sections
[13]. An extended Drude dielectric function model [17] is
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(5)

employed to compute electron differential invcrc mean
free paths (DIMFP) for volumeexcitations.11lL sp:llially'
vary ing DIMFPs in the shallow region are alsoest abl ished.
Differential probabilities for surface excitations an' deter
mined using the same model dielectric function.All cro ss
section dataare then substituted into a program to compute
Au4f XPS with and without the contributions fromsurface
excitat ions, It is found that surfaceplasmon excitations
make .significant contribution s to theXPS in single and
plural energy-loss peaks and in the multiple loss back
ground.Tne computed XPS including surfaceexcitations
agrees quite well with experimental data.

2. Interactioncross sections

Elastic and inelastic interactions of electrons in solids
contribute mainly to, respectively . the angulardeflection
and the energyloss of these electrons[I H]. Inelastic inter
actions include cxciuuio-is of the valence band and of
inner shells. For electron energies involved in Au41' XPS,
valence band excitations dominate the energylosses of
electrons. Electronsin the solid inrhedeep region (volume
excitutionvl as ...'ell as in the shallow region (surface
excitat ions) contribute to these excitations. In the case of
VOIUOl~ excitations, both interband transitions (single-par
ticle elicitations) and bulk plasmon oscillations<Collective
oscillations} are possible. For surface excitations, surface
plasmons are generated bythe surface charge density
fluctuations.

is till' effective scattering potent ial for the Ith phase shift.
V ( r ) is the elastic scattering potent ial. andro is the larger
root of the equation Ii. 2 ,- ( f,." ( r ) = 0 , The scattering po
l,'ntial1'01 a solid atom may bedetermined by

Z 11' , r:
\ '( ,.) = f- - 41Tr" fI(r')dr + j 41T r 'n(r')dr.

r r fI ,

( 4)

where R"s is the Wigncr-Seitz radius and n(r) is the
H!'WS electron density distributi on of the solid atom [22].

One may calculate the elastic electron MFP,Ae , ac
cording to

I tI(T
- =Nf - dn,
A" dn

where N is the atomic density of the solid. For a measure
of til..: effecti vcness of elastic scutterings in causing deflec 
tion of the e lectro ns , one may also calculate the electron
transport mea l free path using[23]

I dlT
- = Nf ( I - cos O)-rHl. (6)
Al dn
A large differ snce betweenAe and A, indicates that elastic
scatteringx an .n edominantlyin the forward direction .

2.1. volumc excitations

( I)

(2)

In the shall-i-vregion. the electron IMFP is modified by a
reduction ir tiie volume excitation s and by an addit ion due
to surfaceexcitations.This IMFP for volume excitations at
a depth z below the surface is approximately given by

(9)

(8)( J If.Jlv E)= A , (E)= Jlv(E.w)dw.
o

For inelas ic interactionsof the photoelectron s with the
solid. the res oonse of the solid may becharacter ized by J

dielectric fur ztion [24]. In the deep regionof the solid, the
electron D1~ >r-p for volume excitations is given by[25]

Jl,,(I:"(rJ)-~-fk'~lm[ -I ]dk. (7)
tt E r. k E(k.w)

where w is ; le energy transfer.k: ~ = .ff£ ± V2{ E - w)
are derived 'rom conservationsof energy and momentum,
and Irn( - I,d . the negative inversedielcctri: function .i.;
the bull:cne .gy -loss function. Eq. (7) is valid for E> 7E"
[26.27], v.he :e 1-"" is the Fermi energy of the valence band.
Since EF =: ~5 eV for Au. this equation works quite well
lor Au 4f rtotoelectrons in Au.

In the .:., .'!~ region of the solid. tile electron inverse
mean free : 'ath (IMFP) for volume excitations can be
calculated f (' 01

d I I "" 1
2

....!!.. = -. E (2.'-+ I)(e 2 1 ~1 - 1) [),(cos 8 )
dn 8£ la O

where dJl= 21T(sin 6)d H. 6 is the scattering angle.E is
the electron kinetic energy,k is the momentun .ransfer . or
is the Ith phase -, t ift . and FIk es(J) is the Legendre
polynomial of orde: I. Note that all quantit ies and expres
sions in this paper arc in atomic units unless otherwise
specified. The It:) phase shift maybe given in the WKB
method I:!O.:lI] as

(I + 1/2)1To(k) - -krI 2 0

+f dr{[k 2 -l('fr(r)r
tl

- k}.
' 0

2.1. Elastic scaucn ngs

Since we deal with the transport of Au 4f photoelec
trons in Au. electron energies are below - 1410 eV.
These energies are less than then U llI threshold [19]. i.e.
1-: < 15Z2 eV. where Z is the atomic number, so that the
Born approximation is poor in the description of elastic
scatterings, Here, we apply the partial-wave expansion
method to evaluate the differential elastic cross section
according to[13]
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23. Surface excitations

where V is the depth of the shallow region and a is the
exit angle relative to the surface normal. SubstitutingEq.
(9) into Eq. (10). we find

Pv(E) = sec a[ D - :p(I - e -w~v/,)] /Lv(E) . (II)

where Itl p is the free-electron plasma energy. Note that
!Lv< F..;:) van ishe s at ;:= 0 due (0 the orthogonality of bulk
and surface plasmons [16]. Thi s function approaches the
asymptoticvalue in the deep region. i.e. /LJ E ) in Eq . (8 l.
as c > v/ (J)~ The spatially-varying electron IMFP given
in Eq. (9) makes Me simulations difficult in the shallow
region. The application of Poisson stochastic proce sses.
however. eliminate!' these difficulties by applying the total
probabilityfor inelastic interactionsratherthan the proba
bility per urnt pathlength.The total probabilityfor volume
excitations by all electron traveling a distance D sec a in
the shallow region is determinedby

The electron IMFPfor surface excitations as a function
of depth has been derived using a simple-metalmodel [16].
It was shown that this quantity has a maximum at the
surface and dropsoff to zeroat a distance on the orderof
angstromson both s :~;:~ of the surface. Such a spatially
varying surface plasmon IMFP suggests also that Poisson
processes should be applied in the shallow region. Previ
ously [131. we have worked out the differentialprobability
for surface excitations for obliquely incident electrons
consideringthe recoil effect. For fast electrons. this effect
was usually neglected by replacing k 2/2 - k . v by - k . v
[28]. In our previous work. we added a reducuon term in
the probabilityfor volume excitations in order to explore
the surface-specificeffect. Since the spatially-varyingelec
tron IMFPill Eq. (9) alreadycontainssuch a term, we then
need to modify the formulas given in Ref. [13] to find the
differentialprobabilityfor surfaceexcitations. This modifi
cation may be made by replacing lm[( E - 1)2/E( E+ I)]
by Im[ - 4/( E + I)]. It can be demonstrated by writing
Im]; E - 1)2/ei:e + I)] = lrn] - 4/( E + I)]. where
lOll --4/( E+ j)] and Irnt-I /E) have maxima at, respec
tively, the surface and bulk plasmon energies.

The probabilityper unit energy-loss for an electron of
energy E to lose energy W in surface exc itations is giv en
by

Ps( E.w) = p. ... (E.w) + p. _(E,w). (12)

The positive (negative) index denotes the like (opposite)
sign between the scatteringangle, 8, and the exitangle. a .
Explicitly. we can write

2 l*.'k:' [ -4 ]r;+ ( E, w ) = 2 -31m ( ) dk, ( 13)
- 1i V cos a L k E+ I

(16)

(17)

(15)

Ai'Y,w
E2(0.W) = E 2 •

[ 2 2] + 2 2,=v W - w, W'Y,

and

2A . Dielectric functions

Calculations of electron inelastic cross sections for
volume and surface excitations requirethe dielectric func 
tion of the solid . For a free-electron-like material. this
function may be characterizedb) ~. Drudemodel [30]. This
model. however. is poor in the description of the energy
loss function. exh ibiting interband transition peaks with
broad and overlapping features. In the case of Au. for
instance, modifications must be made to the model to
allow individualoscillatorstrengths.damping coefficients.
and critical-pointenergies for each excitation. The real and
imaginaryparts of the dielectric function at zero momen
tum transfer. i.e. the optical limit. are given ill the modi 
fied Drude model as [16.3I]

~ . A i [ w2
- w;]

E1(O.W)=Eb- '- [ ]2 ,
i" v w1 - w,2 + w2y ,-

. fEP,(/:.) = P,(E,w)dw.
c

where

( 14)

where E b is the backgrounddielectric constantaccounting
for the effect of polarizable ion cores and J'.,. 'Yi and Wi

are. respectively. the oscillator strength, damping coeffi
cient, and critical-point energy associated with the ith
excitation. Summationsin Eqs . (6) and (17) run over all
valence electron excitations (denoted by the index u) .
Thus. it is required that E.Ai - 4 1Tnv ' where nv is the
numb-r of valence electrons per unit volume.

The above optical dielectric function may be general
ized to th\:region of k> 0 by replacing Wi in Eqs. (6)
and ( 17) by W i + k 2/2 [25]. This generalizationutilizes the
asymprctic behavior of the dielectric function at the two
ends of k, i.e. the optical limit It. -;. 0 and the Bethe ridge
limit k~ ee, All parametersin the modified Drudedielec
tric function. i.e. €b' A,. 'Yi and Wi' can be determinedby
a fit of Eq. (17) to experimentallymeasuredoptical data.

The positive and negative indices in Eq. (13) indicate an
asymmetric effect in the surface excitation probabilitydue
10 different scattering-angleorientat ions.This effect has
been confirmed experimentally[291. The total probability
for surface excitations by an electron crossing a surface or
interface may be obtainedfrom

[
, 2 11 /~w k- c.) k2

k:= e - (- + -) cos a ± (- + -) sin a .
v 2v ') 2 v

( 10). 1°PAE) = sec a /Lv(E.;:)d;:,
o
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To ensure that fitting results are accurate. we apply tW0
sum rules to check the validity of the model dielectric
function. These sum rules are

and

,. [- I] iT(rI~i w lrn --- de,) = --f-.
o f«(I.W) 2f ;

(IX)

(19)

dent photons and theemitted photoelectrons. and {3 is the
asymmetry parameter.In this work, we take {3 = 1.03 for
Au 4f photoelectronsejected by AI Ko X-rays ern The
energy distribution of photoelectrons that have not been
inelastically scattered is assumed to obey the Lorentzian
Gaussian mixedfunction [34]

pl'akhc ighl

./(/:) .~ [I + .W ( ~ E!y ): ]c xp { ( I ' - M)ln[2(~E)!/y !]} ,

(21)

where ,Q = :? "1'sin cb d cb. cb is the angle between the inci-

where E = Eo- .l E. I:'nis the peak energy. y is relatedto
the full width at half maximum of this distribution,and M
is the Lorentzian-Gaussiunmixing ratio. Values adopted
in this work are 'Y= 0.46 eV and M = 0.89. Eq. (21) is a
reasonableapproximationto experimentallymeasuredpho
toelectron lineshapes,

In the deep region. electrons may interactwith the solid
throughclastic scatteringsand inelastic volume excitations,
The actual type of interaction. the angulardeflection. and
the energy loss are determined in MC simulationsthrough
the relevant differentialcross sections and randomnumber
generations. These simulations proceed until all electrons
eitherenter the shallow region or their energies fall below
a specified value. In the shallow region. electrons may
interact with the solid through additional surface excita
tions. Since electron DlMFPs for both volume and surface
excitations become spatially-varying in this region, Me
simulations tend not to be feasible. This situation arises
because it is not practical to sample a wide range of
inelastic cross sections covering all depths due to the low
yield of photoelectrons and the small thickness of the
shallow region. The fad that surface plasmons may be
excited by emergingelectrons in the vacuum furthercom
plicates these simulations.The applicationof Poisson pro
cesses, however, is useful since integratedcross sections
over all depths are employed. This application is valid in
the shallow region because it extends into the solid only a
few angstroms, on the orderof one inelastic MFP. Thus,
electron inelastic MFP i'l the shallow region may be
assumed to be a constantev rrywhere inside this region.

TIle excitation of " surface plasmons by an electron of
energy f." crossing a solid-vacuum interface obeys the
Poisson distribution

(20)

3. Electron transport

As sketched in Fig. I, a photoelectron(triangle)ejected
by an X-ray photon travels zigzag paths in the ~·ah.l due to
elastic (squares) and inelastic (circles) interactions. Elec
trons of the solid near the surface arc responsible for
surface excitations (solid circles), whereas those residing
deep inside contributeto volume excitations(open circle').
The assumptionsthat elastic and inelastic interactionscon
tribute to, respectively, angulardeflection and energy loss
are valid from the following standpoints. First. the ratio of
elastic energy loss to inelastic energy loss is on the order
of melm.~, where the electron mass, nI(, is much smaller
than the nuclearmass. mAo Second. the scatteringangle in
inelastic interactions is on the order of wit:. which is
quite small for electron energies considered in this work.

To deal with the transport of photoelectrons in the
solid, we apply MC simulations in the deep region and
Poisson stochastic processes in the shallow region. These
simulations begin with the ejection of photoelectrons by
incident X-rays. The photoelectrons are assumed to be
randomly produced along the paths of incident photons.
The angular distributionof these electrons is determined
by the differentialphotoionizationcross section. This cross
section for the ionization of an nl-subshell by unpolarized
Xvrays is given by [32.33]

dUn! i f {3 (3 . 2 ) 1-- = - 1+- -Sin cb - I ,
d,Q 4iT l 2 2

(23)

deep ....100

clay-t ic scatterin gs
.-. volum e excitations
• surface excitations

Fig. I. A sketch of the zigzagtrajectoryof a photoelectronejected
by an X-illY inside the solid for XPS simulations. Here,a is the
emission angle.

(22)

where NE) is given in Eq. (15). Similarly, the excitation
of n bulk plasmons in the shallow region is given by

P (E)ne -P,IE)pIn) = _v _

v n!

where Pv( E) is given in Eq. (t I). With F.( n) and f~ n)

determined.one can estimate the energy loss of an electron
passing through the shallow region using the differential
probabilityfunctions of Eqs. (12) and (7).
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For phoroetectronsejected from the shallow region, the
above probabilities. P,( E) and PV< E), must be modified.
In the case of volume excitations. the upper limit of
integrationin Eq. (10) sl-ould be replaced by the depth at
which photoelectrons a.t.. produced. For surface excita
tions. a similarreplacementshould be made.

4. R'o'sultsand discussion
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Fig. 2. A plot of the differentialelastic cross section as a function
of scatteringangle for electrons of several energies in Au. This
cross section is expressed in atomic units.
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Table I

Parametersin the model dielectric funct.on of Eqs. (16) and(17)
for Au; Eh'" 1.0I

F (eV)

calculated using the static approximation with Hartree
Fock atomic wavefunctions. The minor differences be
tween the present andother calculated results reflects
deviations due to differentmodels.

Table I lists parametersin the modeldielectric function
of Eqs, (16) and (17) for Au determined from fits to the
data of Ref. [30]. In these fits, we check not only the
accuracy of EI(O,W), E2(O,W) and Im[-1/E(O,w)] ob
tained from thepresentcalculations. but also the extent to
which they satisfy the sum rules. Note thatthe upper limit
of integration in Eqs. (18) and (19) is infinity. If we set
this limit to a finite value, thecontributionfrom valence
electrons is not exhausted. On the other hand, inner-shell
contributionmay occur before the exhaustion of valence
electrons. For a useful check on the derived dielectric
function, we fit Eq. (17) to experimentaldata for energy
losses which cover the loosely bound 5s and 5psubshells.
Because of the overlap of oscillatorstrergthsbetween the

Fig. 3. A plot of electron mean free path forelastic scattering, Ae•

transportscattering, A,. and volume excitations. A,. as a function
of electron energy in Au. The solid circles are electron inelastic
MFPs from other calculations [35]. The solid and opentriangles
arc. respectively. electron transport..nd elastic MFPs from other
calculations(36J.
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Using the partial-waveexpansionmethodwith the WKB
approximation, we have calculated electron differential
elastic cross sections in Au. Fig. 2 shows some representa
tive results of thesecalculationsas a function ofscattering
angle, 0, for electrons of several energies. It is seen that
elastic scatteringsare predominantlyin the forwarddirec
tion withenhancedsmall-angle scatteringsfor high-energy
electrons. Fig. 2 also reveals that theelastic cross sections
decrease smoothly with increasing tJ for II < 20°. but
fluctuate for ()> 20°. This fluctuation.owing to the screen
ing of nuclear charge by atomic electrons in different
shells, becomes larger for lower energy electrons due to
the longerscatteringtime. In Fig. 3 we plotelectron MFPs
in Au forelastic scattering, Ae, for transportscattering,At.
and for vclune excitations, A", as a function of electron
energy. Fig. 3 shows that for mostelectron energies Ae is
smaller than A" by a factor of no more than2. In other
words, each volume excitation in Au IS accompanied hy
one to two elastic scatterings. The significant difference
between Ae and At indicates that elastic scattering is
predominantlyin the forwarddirection. For comparison,
we also plot in this figure results fromothercalculations.
The solid circles [35] areelectron inelastic l'vIFPs calcu
lated using experimentaloptical data and thetheoretical
Lindharddielectric function. The solid and open triangles
[36] are. respectively, electron transportand elastic MFPs
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Fig . J A comparisonof experimentaldata (solid curves) (.'OJ and
calculatedresults (dashed curves) fllr the real pan of the dielectric
function, € :. the imaginarypan. f' ! , and the em'in -Iossfunction.
Im( - 1/ e I, in the optical limit. i .e. Ii - < ( ,, for Au.

Fig . h. A r!ot of electron IMFP for vo lume excitations as a
funct ion of depth in Au for electrons of several energies . Asyrnp

ton e values at aninfinite depth arc depicted as solid.-ir~ks at ,ul
A.

valence band and these suhshe lls. we requ ire that the
saturationnumberof elect-ens contribut ing toenergy losses
up 10 - JOO eV equals 19. Th is is reasonable since the
overl ap of oscillator strengths between the valence band
and other inne: shells is negligibly sma ll , The influence of
innershell electrons on the dielectric function is contained
on :he c..ckgrcund dielectric co nstant l:tJpc :<~ : .11; in Eq.
(16). A detailed d .scussion about this constant is given
elsewhere [31]. Fig . 4 shows a ccmparison of e 1(0, Cd 1.
€2(O'W) and Iml- I/E(O,W)] for Au calculated presently
<dashed curves) and measuredexperimen tl ily(solid curves)
[30] . Good agreementis found between the pre.ent result s
and experimental data for all functions plotted.

Based on the model dielectric function. we have calcu
lated electron DIMFPsfor volume excitations in an infin ite
medium of Au . hg. 5 sh ,' W5 the results of such calcula
tions for electrons of several energies, It is noted that the

hulk plasm on loss-peak occurs at -.n eV. corresponding
10 the ma inpeak energy in the energy-loss function of Fig .
4. Fig. 6 shows a plot of electron HvlFPs for volume
excitat ions as a function of depth in Au for electrons of
several energies,It is seen that theelectron IMFP becomes
sp at iall y-vary ing in the shallowregion, rising from zero at
the surface t') a constant valu e at - 10-20 A. Also
depicted in (his figure (solid circles at 40 A) are the
spatially non-varyingelectron IMFPs in an infinite medium
of Au. Th is featureof the depth dependence in the electron
IMFP for volume excitations is compensated by the excita
tion of surface plasmons, The IMFP for surfaceexc itations
has a maximum at the surface. and fall s off to zero on
either side of the S\ ' · race . Here . we have calculated elec
tron differential pro 'labilities for surface excitations using
the same model dielectric function. Fig. 7 shows the
results of these calculationsfor electrons passing througha
Au surface with anexit angle of 0°, Two surface plasmon
peaks at 3.1 and 5.3 e V areprominent.

ro leV)

Fig. S. A plot of the volume excitation DIMFP for electress of
severalene~ies trave rsing inthe deep region of Au.This DIMFP
is expressed in atomicunits.
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Fig. 9. A comparisonof Au4f XPS at an exit angle of 0" from
experimental measurements (solid diamonds) [Ill. theoretical
computationsby Yoshikawa et at. (open diamonds)(111 and the
present calculations considering (solid circles) and neglecting
(open circles) surface excitations.
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Fig. 8. A comparison ofAu4f XPS at an exit angle of75' from
experimental measurements (solid diamonds) [I11. theoretical
computations by Yoshikawa er al. (opendiamonds'(I J) and the
present calculations considering (solid circles) and neglecting
(open circles) surface excitations.

The generation of Au 4f photoelectrons along the paths
of incident AIKo X-rays is traced to a depth of 100A
For photoelectrons generated in the deep region,Me simu
lations are applied to determine electron trajectories from
differential cross sections for elastic scattering and volume
excitations. When these electrons enter the shallow region,
Poisson processes are used te determine electron trajecto
ries with respect to volume and surface excitations. In the
case of photoelectrons produced in the shallow region.
Poisson processes are adopted for the determination of
electron trajectories.The computer program terminates
when all electrons either leave the solid or their energies
fall below a cutoff energy of 1300 eV. Electrons escaping
from the solid are then registered if they enter the accep
tance solid angle of the analyzer. This solid angle corre
sponds to an acceptance angle within± 4° from the central
axis of the analyzer. Fig, 8 shows a comparisoncf experi
mental data (solid diamonds)[IIl. present calculations
witll (solid circles) and without (open circles) surface
excitations. and other theoretical results (open diamonds)
[10,1 J] for Au4f XPS with an emission angle of 75°. In
order to compare theoretical results with experimental data
on the same basis, all spectra are normalized at the energy
of the Au4f7/2 photoelectron peak at around 1402.6 eV
with a peak height of 5. It is seen that surface excitations
make significant contributions to XPS in single and plural
energy-loss peaks and to the multiple loss background. The
single and plural surface plasmon loss-peaks are easily
identified.

A similar ccmparisonfor Au 4f XPS is made in Fig. 9
for an exit angle of0".Here the contribution from surface
excitations to XPS is less pronounced than that for an exit
angle of 75°. This is because glancing-emergence electrons
travel a longer pathlength inthe shallow regionthanthose

emitted normally. Hence. the influence of surface excita
tions is enhanced for larger emission angles. owing to the
increased probability for surface excitations. Finally. we
compare in Fig, 10Au4f XPS for an exit angle of 45°.
Again. the contribution from surface excitations to XPS is
significant. In all cases, the present results that include
surface ;:ccitations agree quite well with experimental data.
Note that the effective loss-function in the Yoshikawa et
;>.1. [10] calculations is extracted from experimental XPS at
an exit angle of 45°. Thus, the calculated results by
Yoshikawa et al. agree better with experimental data at this
emission angle than at other angles. The present XPS
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Fig. 10. A comparisonof Au4f XPS at an exit angle of 45· from
experimental measurements (solid diamonds) (III, Ihooretical
computations by Yoshikawa et 81. (open diamonds) [10,11] and
the presentcalculationsconsidering(solid circles) and neglecting
(open circles) surfaceexcitations.
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calculations are obtained rrom theoretical cross sections
derived from first principlesratherthan from a sing le set
of experimental data,

Studies have been made10 determine the influence of
surface excitations on Au 4f Xvray photoelectron spectra.
Our approach involved Monte Carlosimulations of photo

electrons in the interior of the solid and Poisson stochastic
processes nearthe surface. Differential cross sections for
elastic and inelasticinteractions of electrons in Au were
determined from model calculations, Electron inverse mean
free paths for volume and surface excitations in the surface
region wereconstructedas d function of depth. Computed
results on Au4f XPS showed that surface plasmon excita
tions made significant contributions!O the spectra in single
and plural energy-loss peaks and in the multiple loss
background.The spectrathat included surfaceexcitations
agreed quite well with experimental data for different
emission angles.
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